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Dear Peter

Cessation of payroll services to academy schools

Thank you for the opportunity to attend your Schools Forum pre-meet on Friday 27t" January
to discuss the above item. I felt it would be useful to explain why I believe that it would be
neither helpful nor healthy for yet another discussion to take place and forme or one of my
officers to attend to be "grilled" over a decision I have taken by Schools Forum. As agreed
have set out below a summary of what we discussed.

To ensure that the context is clear, the decision to withdraw from providing payroll services to
academy schools was taken by myself, as a Director of the Council. I am responsible for the
provision of a significant number of services, many of which are transactional services by
nature. The payroll service is a small part of my division and to date has absorbed the
additional cost pressures of providing services to academies. As you will know, academies are
separate legal entities and they are not part of the council and staff are no longer employees
of the council. This creates additional work for the payroll team in having to provide a separate
service for each separate organisation —this includes tasks such as teachers pensions
returns, the audit of and audit fees of .each pensions return, HMRC tax and national insurance
returns, LGPS returns. Whilst we were able to accommodate a small number of conversions
the numbers are now such that the existing resource and therefore budget for the service is
not sufficient.

So why did I not cost up what the additional cost would be and increase charges to
academies? Firstly I have no available resource to undertake that sort of business remodelling
and secondly I need to make further savings from that wider business area, in the region of
£0.6m, so growing that part of my service is not an option and neither is charging prices to
make a profit out of schools. Having sought assurances that there are a number of other
(willing) providers out there and positive discussions with the County Council I took the
decision to cease this provision which does not form part of my core business offer. Relevant
officers and politicians were advised however the decision is an operational one and was for
me to take.
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Trade unions have asked why they were not consulted. No organisational review is required
and no staff will be made redundant. An additional agency contract supporting the additional
work will be terminated in due course. All alternative payroll providers can provide the facility
to deduct trade union subscriptions and therefore I saw no direct impact to Trade Unions or
their members.

Payroll services will continue to be provided to 104 schools. Notice has been given to 16
academies of which 14 are, city schools. Under the terms of the SLA (now contract) we are
required to give 3 months' notice of a withdrawal of services. In this instance we have given 6
months' notice to ensure that there is plenty of time to work with those affected to transfer. In
addition to a letter to all schools affected, my payroll manager (Cory Laywood) personally
contacted the business manager (or equivalent) of every school affected to explain what is
happening, why and what to do next. I can confirm that every school stated that they were
disappointed to have to leave us and that my team have been good to work with but none
expressed concern that a change of provider would be particularly troublesome. We believe
that all 14 former city schools have sine been in touch with the County.

do believe that there are communication issues between business managers and Head
Teachers and this was acknowledged by others in the room on Friday. Interestingly the
previous Friday my payroll manager had a conversation with one business manager who said
the County had been very helpful, all was good and could they transfer in April instead of
June. The same day I was forwarded an e-mail from the Head of the same school vehemently
stating that this "act" was devastating for the school and had terrible consequences. I accept
that business managers probably viewed this as a business transaction whereas Head
Teachers have viewed this as a political statement or indication of a direction of travel by the
Council, which it is not. It is simply the ending of a transactional service which is no longer cost
effective for me to be able to provide.

believe that we came to a general understanding that it was helpful for me to explain why
came to make the decision I did and that going forward, whilst I maintain that I was not
required to consult on the matter, better and early communications with yourselves and
affected parties would have been helpful. It is clear that those schools considering or in the
process of conversion may not have been aware that going forward the council would not be
able to continue to provide payroll services.

Regards

Alison Greenhill
Director of Finance


